So You Want to Buy a Transferable
Machine Gun...
By Brian Poling

There’s nothing in the firearms world a fun and exciting as going full auto.   Unfortunately there
aren’t a lot of transferable machine guns available on the market, and the process to acquire them
seems daunting for many buyers.  Since the 1986 ban on new registrations, the fixed supply has
resulted in ever increasing prices as collectors are less and less willing to part with their irreplaceable
machine guns.  Over the years the transferable machine gun market has evolved into two separate
markets:  collectors and shooters. Decades ago, they used to be the same people.  
For Example: If I owned an original WW2 German MP40 in 1965, I would not have much
invested in the gun and wouldn’t feel bad about taking it to the range on a rainy day, running a few
thousand rounds of corrosive ammo through it, and neglecting to clean it for a few days.  The MP40
would have cost me $50 for the gun and $200 for the transfer tax (see flyer below).  While $250 was
a lot of money in 1965, nowadays an original MP40 may be worth $18,000 and up.   Taking such a
collectible gun to the range and running a few thousand rounds would not be a great idea because
you’d be diminishing its value by adding wear, and possibly breaking, a 70 year-old part.
In many ways buying a transferable machine gun is like buying a used car.  You will typically
be asking yourself the same questions:  
- How many ‘miles’ does it have?
- Was it severely damaged / ‘totaled’ before?
- What parts look worn or broken and need to be
replaced?
- Did the previous owners take care of it or was it
neglected?
- Do I need a ‘mechanic’ / gunsmith to look it over
before I commit to such a large purchase?
- Who can fix it when it breaks?
- Can I get spare parts?
- Am I being scammed? Sometimes you’ll find
people grossly misrepresenting the gun’s condition
or worse, offering a gun for sale they don’t even
possess.

Collectors

For collectible guns (like an original MP40)
just as with collectible cars, there are even more
difficult questions to answer.  Like any other
collector’s item, you are looking for the most
collectible and authentic gun in the best condition.  
You’ll want answers to the following questions:
• Is it authentic? Look for original parts, matching
1960s Machine Gun Catalog
numbers, original finish, etc.
• Is it a (Deactivated War Trophy) DEWAT - (Reactivated War Trophy) REWAT? Many of the
older/collectible guns were sold as DEWATS because they were not subject to the $200 transfer tax.
(In 1965, $200 would be equivalent to nearly $1400 today.)  Many of the DEWAT guns have been
REWAT and sold as live guns.

• Does it work? Some guns are so old that the current owners won’t shoot them or don’t care to.  
• Is the seller accurately representing the gun? Sometimes an honest seller just doesn’t know or
can’t tell.  He may be the tenth owner.  Some of these old guns are confusing to the experts as well.  
For example, if he bought an MP40 in 2000 from another collector who bought it in 1990, and the gun
was REWAT (reactivated) by a previous owner in the 1980s, then transferred on a Form 4, there’s
no accessible paper trail showing that the gun is a DEWAT - REWAT.  Since these transfers are
considered private tax information by ATF, they will not divulge data of previous transfers.
My best advice for those looking to buy collectible guns is to go to the major shows and get to
know the dealers who typically sell them and the other collectors who already own them.  You’ll find
that the easiest people to talk to will also be the easiest people to deal with in the future.  Read as
many detailed books on the guns you are interested in as possible and become an expert yourself.  
“Shotgun News” featured articles, Peter Kokalis’s articles, and “Collector Grade Publications” are
great resources.  Once you’ve done the research and know what you are looking at, you should lay
eyes on the gun you want to buy and take some time to examine it.  Don’t forget the white gloves.

Shooters

For those of us more interested in ‘moving lead’ our primary concerns are performance,
durability, and ease-of-service.  You’ll need to decide what you want out of the full auto experience
and the gun that will best fit your budget and capabilities.  There are seven basic categories of
machine guns:  
1) Submachine Gun (SMG): pistol caliber / full auto,  e.g. MP40, MP5, Thompson, M11, Stemple
Takedown Gun
2) Assault Rifle: intermediate caliber / select fire: e.g. M16, AK47, FNC, AC556
3) Battle Rifle: rifle caliber / select fire: e.g. M14, FAL, G3
4) Light Machine Gun (LMG):  rifle or intermediate caliber / full auto / bipod mounted: e.g. Lewis, BAR,
SAW
5) General Purpose Machineguns (GPMG): rifle caliber / full auto / bipod or tripod mounted: e.g.
MG34, MG42, M60
6) Medium Machine Gun (MMG):  rifle caliber / full auto / tripod mounted: e.g. Browning 1917, Vickers
MMG, Russian 1910 Maxim
7) Heavy Machine Gun (HMG): large caliber / full auto / tripod mounted: e.g. Browning M2HB 50 cal.
Everyone has their own opinion of what’s enjoyable to shoot.  Some people like the fast ‘squirt’
of an M11 with a “MacJack” or a mag dump through a short and light 308 like an HK51.  For me, what
makes full-auto shooting fun is the nexus of capacity and control.  If I can hold down the trigger and
draw long straight lines on the backstop, I have a fun-to-shoot machine gun.  
The bigger the gun, the more parts you’ll have to worry about breaking and the more you’ll
have to be a ‘mechanic’ to keep it running.  Once you get up to LMG-sized guns, stockpiling parts
becomes a necessity.  If you can’t make or buy parts to keep your gun running well, you’ll have a
transferable full auto ‘paperweight’ after a few outings.  Buying an LMG - HMG for shooting is a huge
commitment in time and money.
For the guns smaller than LMGs, many on the market are simply rifles with a full auto
capability.  They are generally not good for sustained full-auto firing.  When I consider a machine
gun, I ask this question:  Can I fire 500 rounds in 5 minutes without breaking the gun?  For me, the
best machine guns on the transferable market are belt fed guns on tripods (preferably water-cooled)
and SMGs with high capacity drums.  My personal favorites to shoot are the Stemple 76/45 U9 setup
(9mm, 70rd drum, 13” barrel, 4x scope, bipod), and a Vickers MMG (.303 Brit, 200 rd belt, tripod
mounted, water-cooled).

Above: Stemple 76/45 U9 Setup (9mm, 70rd
Drum, 13” Barrel, 4x Scope, Bipod)
Left: Vickers MMG, .303, Water-Cooled,
Tripod Mounted
Sometimes the idea of a shooting a gun is not as good as the actual experience.  Determine
what you like by getting some trigger time on a variety of full auto guns.  Spend some time at rental
ranges and organized events like Knobb Creek.  Become a technical expert on the specific gun you
want.  Educate yourself on market for the specific gun, spare parts, and service options you may
need.  Get to know other shooters who own similar guns.  The machine gun community is a very
welcoming and you’ll meet some great people.  Acquiring the right full auto gun for you will be a
worthwhile and enjoyable investment.

The Stemple Takedown Guns

If you are going to buy a transferable machine gun for some serious shooting, you should consider
the Stemple Takedown Guns for these reasons:
They are ‘new’:
Well, the receivers are nearly 30 years old but the Stemple Takedown Gun (STG) setups are
complete new parts packages installed on unused pre-1986 transferable Stemple 76/45 machine gun
receivers.
Simple / Durable Design:
These guns are very difficult to break and very easy to fix.  They are simple blow-back guns and very
smooth-running in long full-auto bursts.  Some of our customers who own the 9mm guns liken the fullauto performance to a laser beam.
Easy to Replace Parts:
There’s nothing on these guns that can’t be easily replaced.  We designed this system to protect the
registered receiver from any wear during use.  The only parts that can wear can be easily replaced
without the need to ship the gun back and forth.
Available Service:
If you need service, we are here to support our products.
Shoot Cheap Ammo:
We typically just shoot steel-cased ammo.  Our milled steel trunions easily deal with potential wear
issues from any type of ammo.
If you are interested in our machine guns, or machine guns in general, please call us at 678-425-9585.

